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software

objective
Hi, I’m jamie, a 27 year old graphic designer from New Zealand.
I relocated to Tokyo two years ago to co-found and direct all
visual art projects for a company entitled Dosing; however,
my main goal in Japan is to broaden my artistic network and
improve overall as an artist. I aspire to work with other driven
artists in which I can instruct and learn from while growing as
a professional and an individual alike. I am a highly motivated
worker who is equipped with a broad range of useful abilities
as well as natural creative talents.

development

experience
2016 - Present

Dosing [jp] / co-Founder / Art Director
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I am a co-founder of a Japanese artist collective.
I control all visual elements and promotional materials,
including album covers, posters and websites. Together we
book local and international talent and organise music and art
events in Tokyo, Osaka, Seoul and others.
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2014 - 2016

PHP

Oversaw various design and branding projects; Logo design,
packaging and advertisements. Designed and developed
websites. Worked with clients to create a brand identity.
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phase3 (nz) / Art director / Web specialist

2013-2014

studvest [no] / Layout artist / Illustrator

skills

I was in charge of layout for a newspaper and was the receiver
of a design award for my layout design. Also created illustrated
comics for the newspaper and assisted in photo editing.

2011-2012

media corp [nz] / graphic / web designer
leadership
communication
motivation
organisation
teamwork

Undertook various design projects designing and coding
websites. Designing print brochures, logos and business cards.
Working with clients to create a brand identity.

education
2007-2010

Degree in Traditional Animation
Three years spent learning traditional animation techniques
while honing my creativity and drawing/illustration skills.
During this time I also attended life drawing classes weekly
and studied advanced anatomy and drawing techniques.

